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Abstract
Genomes can be viewed in terms of their gene content and the order in which the
genes appear along each chromosome. Evolutionary events that affect the gene order
or content are “rare genomic events” (rarer than events that affect the composition
of the nucleotide sequences) and have been advocated by systematists for inferring
deep evolutionary histories. This chapter surveys recent developments in the recon-
struction of phylogenies from gene order and content, focusing on their performance
under various stochastic models of evolution. Because such methods are currently
quite restricted in the type of data they can analyze, we also present current research
aimed at handling the full range of whole-genome data.
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1 Introduction: Molecular Sequence Phylogenetics
A phylogeny represents the evolutionary history of a collection of organisms,
usually in the form of a tree. Sequence data are by far the most common
form of molecular data used in phylogenetic analyses. We begin by briefly re-
viewing techniques for estimating phylogenies from molecular sequences, with
emphasis on the computational and statistical issues involved.
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1.1 Model trees and stochastic models of evolution
Most algorithms for phylogenetic reconstruction attempt to reverse a model of
evolution. Such a model embodies certain knowledge and assumptions about
the process of evolution, such as characteristics of speciation and details about
evolutionary changes that affect the content of molecular sequences. Mod-
els of evolution vary in their complexity; in particular, they require different
numbers of parameters. For instance, the Jukes-Cantor model, which assumes
that all sites evolve identically and independently and that all substitutions
are equally likely, requires just one parameter per edge of the tree, viz., the
expected number of changes of a random site on that edge. Overall, then,
a rooted Jukes-Cantor tree with n leaves requires 2n − 2 parameters. Under
more complex models of evolution, the process operating on a single edge can
require up to 12 parameters (for the General Markov model), although these
models still requires Θ(n) parameters overall. If edge “lengths” are drawn from
a distribution, however, the complexity can be reduced, since the evolution-
ary process operating on the model tree can then be described just by the
parameters of the distribution.
These parameters describe how a single site evolves down the tree and so
require additional assumptions in order to describe how different sites evolve.
Usually the sites are assumed to evolve independently; sometimes they are
also assumed to evolve identically. Moreover, the different sites are assumed
either to evolve under the same process or to have rates of evolution that
vary depending upon the site. In the latter case (in which each site has its
own rate), an additional k parameters are needed, where k is the number
of sites. However, if the rates are presumed to be drawn from a distribution
(typically, the gamma distribution), then a single additional parameter suffices
to describe the evolutionary process operating on the tree; furthermore, in this
case, the sites still evolve under the i.i.d. assumption.
Tree generation models typically have parameters regulating speciation rates,
but also inheritance characteristics, etc. For more on stochastic models of (se-
quence) evolution, see Felsenstein (1981), Kim and Warnow (1999), Li (1997),
and Swofford et al. (1996); for an interesting discussion of models of tree gen-
eration, see Heard (1996) and Mooers and Heard (1997).
By studying the performance of methods under explicit stochastic models
of evolution, it becomes possible to assess the relative strengths of different
methods, as well as to understand how methods can fail. Such studies can
be theoretical, for instance proving statistical consistency : given long enough
sequences, the method will return the true tree with arbitrarily high proba-
bility. Others can use simulations to study the performance of the methods
under conditions closely approximating practice. In a simulation, sequences
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are evolved down different model trees and then given to different methods for
reconstruction; the reconstructions can then be compared against the model
trees that generated the data. Such studies provide important quantifications
of the relative merits of phylogenetic reconstruction methods.
1.2 Phylogeny reconstruction from molecular sequences
Three main types of methods are used to reconstruct phylogenies from molec-
ular sequences: distance-based methods, maximum parsimony heuristics, and
maximum likelihood heuristics.
1.2.1 Distance-based methods
Of the three types of methods, only distance-based methods include algorithms
that run in polynomial-time. Distance-based methods operate in two phases:
(1) Pairwise distances between every pair of taxa are estimated.
(2) An algorithm is applied to the matrix of pairwise distances to compute
an edge-weighted tree T .
The statistical consistency (if any) of such two-phase procedures rests on two
assumptions: first, that a statistically consistent distance estimator is used in
the first phase and, second, that an appropriate distance-based algorithm is
used in the second phase. The requirements that the first phase be statisti-
cally consistent means that the distance estimator should return a value that
approaches the expected number of times a random site changes on the path
between the two taxa. Thus, the estimation of pairwise distances must be done
with respect to some assumed stochastic model of evolution. As an example,
in the Jukes-Cantor model of evolution, the estimated distance between se-
quences si and sj is given by the formula
dij = −
3
4
ln
(
1− 4
3
Hij
k
)
,
where k is the sequence length and Hij denotes the Hamming distance (the
number of positions in which si and sj differ, which is the edit distance under
mutation operations).
Algorithms that attempt to reconstruct trees from distance matrices are guar-
anteed to produce accurate reconstructions of the trees only when the distance
matrix entries approach very closely the actual number of changes between the
pair of sequences. (In the context of estimating model trees, this requirement
means that the estimated distances need to be extremely close to the model
distances, defined to be the expected number of times a random site changes
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on a leaf-to-leaf path. See Atteson (1999) and Kim and Warnow (1999) for
more on this issue.) Na¨ıvely defined distances, such as the Hamming dis-
tance, typically underestimate the number of changes that took place in the
evolutionary history; thus the first step of a distance-based method is to cor-
rect the na¨ıvely defined distance into one that accurately accounts for the
expected number of unseen back-and-forth changes in a site. Such corrections
are not without problems: as the measured distance grows larger, the variance
in the estimator increases, causing increasing errors in reconstruction.
The most commonly used, and simplest, distance-based method is the neighbor-
joining (NJ) algorithm of Saitou and Nei (1987); improved versions of this ba-
sic method include BioNJ (Gascuel, 1997) and a version known as Weighbor,
which requires an estimate of the variance of the distance estimator (Bruno
et al., 2000). NJ is known to be statistically consistent under most models of
evolution.
1.2.2 Maximum Parsimony
Parsimony-based methods seek the tree, along with sequences labelling its in-
ternal nodes, that together minimize the total number of evolutionary changes
(viewed as distances summed along all edges of the tree). Put formally, the
problem is as follows: Given a set S of sequences in a multiple alignment,
each of length k, find a tree T and a set of additional sequences S0, all also of
length k, so that, with the leaves of T are labelled by S and its internal nodes
by S0, the value
∑
e∈E(T ) Hamming(e) is minimized, where Hamming(e) de-
notes the Hamming distance between the sequences labelling the endpoints of
e. (Weighted or distance-corrected versions can also be defined.)
The maximum parsimony problem (MP) is thus an optimization problem—
and a hard one: finding the best tree is provably NP-hard (Day, 1983). This
property effectively rules out exact solutions for all but the smallest instances;
indeed, in practice, exact solvers run within reasonable time on at most 30
taxa. Thus heuristics are the normal approach to the problem; most are based
on iterative improvement techniques and appear to return very good solu-
tions for up to a few hundred taxa. Many software packages implement such
heuristics, among them MEGA (Kumar et al., 2001), PAUP* (Swofford, 2001),
Phylip (Felsenstein, 1993), and TNT (Goloboff, 1999).
1.2.3 Maximum Likelihood
Like maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood (ML) is an optimization prob-
lem. ML seeks the tree and associated model parameter values that maximizes
the probability of producing the given set of sequences. ML thus depends ex-
plicitly on the assumed model of evolution. For example, the ML problem
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under the Jukes-Cantor model needs to estimate one parameter (the substi-
tution probability) for each edge of the tree, while under the General Markov
model 12 parameters must be estimated on each edge. ML is much more com-
putationally expensive than MP: even the problem of point estimation (scoring
a tree), i.e., finding optimal edge parameters, for the simplest (Jukes-Cantor)
model of evolution on a fixed tree is of unknown computational complexity,
and computationally expensive without being provably accurate in practice
(see Steel (1994) for a discussion), whereas it is easily accomplished in linear
time for MP using Fitch’s algorithm (Fitch, 1977). Provably correct solutions
to ML are currently limited to some special cases of four-leaf model trees,
exhaustive searches through tree space that use heuristics for scoring trees
are limited to about ten taxa, and heuristic searches through tree space us-
ing similar heuristics for scoring trees are typically limited to fewer than 100
taxa. Various software packages provide heuristics for ML, including PAUP*
(Swofford, 2001), Phylip (Felsenstein, 1993), FastDNAml (Olsen et al., 1994),
PhyML (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003), and TrExML (Wolf et al., 2000).
1.3 Performance issues
Methods can be compared in terms of their performance guarantees, in terms
of their resource requirements, and in terms of the quality of the trees they
produce. Very few methods offer any performance guarantees, except in purely
theoretical terms. For instance, while ML is known to be statistically consistent
under most models, the same cannot be said of its heuristic implementation;
and even neighbor-joining, which is statistically consistent and is implemented
exactly, may return very poor trees—the guarantee of statistical consistency
only implies good performance in the limit, as sequences lengths become suffi-
ciently large. In terms of computational requirements, the comparison is easy:
distance-based methods are efficient (running in polynomial-time with low co-
efficients); parsimony is much harder to solve (systematists are accustomed
to running MP for weeks on a dataset of modest size); and maximum likeli-
hood is much harder again than MP. These comparisons, however, all have
limited value: as we saw, statistical consistency is a very weak guarantee,
while a guarantee of fast running times is worthless if the returned solution
is poor. Thus experimental studies are our best tool in the study of the rela-
tive performance of methods. Simulation studies, in particular, can establish
the absolute accuracy of methods (whereas studies conducted with biological
datasets can only assess relative performance in terms of the optimization cri-
terion). Such studies have shown that MP methods can produce reasonably
good trees under conditions where neighbor-joining can have high topologi-
cal error (significantly worse than MP); this possibly surprising performance
holds under many realistic model conditions—in particular, when the model
tree has a high evolutionary diameter (Moret et al., 2002b; Nakhleh et al.,
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2001a,b, 2002; Roshan et al., 2004).
1.4 Limitations for molecular sequence phylogenetics
Although existing methods often yield good estimates of phylogenies on datasets
of small to medium size, all methods based on molecular sequences suffer from
similar limitations. Perhaps most seriously, deep evolutionary histories can be
hard to reconstruct from molecular sequence data: the further back one goes
in time, the harder the alignment of sequences becomes and the greater the
impact of homoplasy (multiple point mutations at the same position). Un-
der these conditions, we have established, through extensive simulation stud-
ies, that most major methods (heuristics for maximum parsimony as well as
neighbor-joining) have poor topological accuracy (Moret et al., 2002b; Nakhleh
et al., 2002, 2001b). The problem accrues from a combination of the small state
space (only four nucleotides for DNA or RNA sequences and only 20 amino
acids for protein sequences), the relatively high frequency of point mutations,
and the limited amount of data. Concatenating—also called combining—gene
sequences to obtain longer sequences may provide more data, but brings its
own problems: different genes may follow different evolutionary paths (each
potentially different from that of the organism as a whole)—a problem known
as the gene tree/species tree problem (Ma et al., 1998; Maddison, 1997; Page
and Charleston, 1997a; Pamilo and Nei, 1998)—, while reticulation events
(such as hybridization, lateral gene transfer, gene conversion, etc., see Linder
et al. (2004)) create convergent paths, with the result that tree-based analy-
ses may run into contradictions and yield poor results. Current research on
resolving the gene tree/species tree problem (a process known as reconcili-
ation (Page, 1998; Page and Charleston, 1997a,b)) and on identifying and
properly handling reticulation events has not yet produced reliably accurate
and scalable methods. Thus phylogeny reconstruction based on site-evolution
models will continue to suffer problems, for at least the near future, when
attempting to infer deep evolutionary histories.
2 Whole-Genome Evolution
Systematists are interested in whole genomes because they have the potential
to overcome two of the main problems aﬄicting sequence data. Since the entire
genome is used, the data reflect organismal evolution, not the evolution of
single genes, thereby avoiding the gene tree/species tree problem. (Naturally,
however, if the phylogeny is based on organellar genomes, it need not coincide
with the organismal phylogeny, nor will two phylogenies based on different
organelles or plasmids necessarily agree.) Moreover, the events that affect
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Fig. 1. The mitochondrial chromosomes of Gallus gallus and of Felis catus (from
NCBI)
the whole genome by altering its gene content or rearranging its genes are so-
called “rare genomic events” (Rokas and Holland, 2000): they occur rarely and
come from a very large set of choices (for instance, there can be a quadratic
number of distinct inversion events), so that they are unlikely to give rise to
homoplasy, even in deep branches of the tree. Thus genome rearrangements, in
particular, have been increasingly used in phylogenetic analysis (Boore et al.,
1995; Cosner et al., 2000a,b; Downie and Palmer, 1992; Jansen and Palmer,
1987; Stein et al., 1992).
To date, the main approach to whole-genome phylogenetic analysis has used
the ordering of the genes along the chromosomes as its primary data. That
is, each chromosome is considered as a linear (or circular) ordering of genes,
with each gene represented by an identifier that it shares with its homologs on
other chromosomes (or, for that matter, on the same chromosome, in the case
of gene duplications). The genome is thus simplified in the sense that point
mutations are ignored and evolutionary history is inferred on the basis of the
gene content and gene order within each chromosome. Typical single circular
chromosomes for the mitochondrial organelles of the farm chicken (left) and
the domestic cat (right) are shown in Figure 1. Animal mitochondrial genomes
have 37 genes (DNA and RNA) and are quite similar—as is evident in the
figure; plant mitochondrial genomes are much larger and quite variable, with
up to several hundred genes; and plant choloroplast genomes have around 120
genes. In contrast, nuclear chromosomes in eukaryotes and free-living bacteria
typically have many thousands of genes and, unlike the organellar genomes,
often have many homologs of a gene (forming gene families).
2.1 Evolution of gene order and content
Events that change gene order (but not content) along a single chromosome
include inversions, which are well documented (Jansen and Palmer, 1987;
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Palmer, 1992), transpositions, which are strongly suspected in mitochondria (Boore
and Brown, 1998; Boore et al., 1995), and inverted transpositions; these three
operations are illustrated in Figure 2. In a multichromosomal genome, ad-
ditional operations that do not affect gene content include translocations,
which moves a piece of one chromosome into another chromosome (in effect,
a transposition between chromosomes), and fissions and fusions, which split
and merge chromosomes without affecting genes. Finally, a number of events
can affect the gene content of genomes: insertions (of genes without existing
homologs), duplications (of genes with existing homologs), and deletions. In
multichromosomal organisms, colocation of genes on the same chromosome, or
synteny, is an important evolutionary character and has been used in phylo-
genetic reconstruction (Nadeau and Taylor, 1984; Sankoff and Nadeau, 1996;
Sankoff et al., 1997).
In this model, one whole chromosome forms a single character, whose state is
affected by all of the operations just described. This one character can assume
any of an enormous number of states—for a chromosome with n distinct,
single-copy genes, the number of states is 2n−1(n−1)!, in sharp contrast to the
4 or 20 states possible for a sequence character. Even for a simple chloroplast
genome, with a single small circular chromosome of 120 genes, the resulting
number of states is very large—on the order of 10235.
The use of gene-order and gene-content data in phylogenetic reconstruction
is relatively recent and the subject of much current research. As mentioned
earlier, such data present many advantages: (i) the identification of homologies
can rest on a lot of information and thus tends to be quite accurate; (ii)
because the data capture the entire genome, there is no gene tree vs. species
tree problem; (iii) there is no need for multiple sequence alignment; and (iv)
gene rearrangements and duplications are much rarer events than nucleotide
mutations and thus enable us to trace evolution farther back in time—by two
or more orders of magnitude.
However, there remain significant challenges. First is the lack of data: mapping
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Table 1
Existing whole-genome data ca. 2003 (approximate values)
Type Attributes Numbers
Animal mitochondria 1 chromosome, 37 genes 500
Plant chloroplasts 1 chromosome, ∼120 genes 100
Bacteria 1–2 chromosomes, 500–5,000 genes 150
Eukaryotes 3–30 chromosomes, 2,000–40,000 genes 10
a full genome, while easier than sequencing it, remains far more demanding
than sequencing a few genes. Table 1 gives a rough idea of the state of affairs
around 2003. For obvious reasons, most of the bacteria sequenced to date are
human pathogens (but nearly 500 additional bacterial genomes are expected
by the end of 2005), while the few eukaryotes are the model species chosen in
genome projects: human, mouse, fruit fly, round worm, mustard, yeast, etc.
Although the number of sequenced eukaryotic genomes is growing quickly,
coverage at this level of detail will not, for the foreseeable future, exceed a
small fraction of the total number of described organisms.
This lack of data has so far prevented us from understanding very much about
the relative probabilities of different events that modify gene order and con-
tent; consequently, the stochastic models proposed to date (see Section 2.2)
remain fairly primitive.
Finally, the extreme (at least in comparison with sequence data) mathemat-
ical complexity of gene orders means that all reconstruction methods (even
the distance-based ones) face major computational challenges even on small
datasets (containing only ten or so genomes).
Table 2 summarizes the salient characteristics of sequence data and gene-order
data.
Table 2
Main attributes of sequence and gene-order data
Sequence Gene-Order
evolution fast slow
data type a few genes whole genome
data quantity abundant sparse
# char. states tiny huge
models
good (sites)
primitive (sequences)
primitive
computation easy hard
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2.2 Stochastic models of evolution
Models of genome evolution have been largely limited to simple combinations
of the main rearrangement operations: inversion, transposition, and inverted
transposition. The original model was proposed by Nadeau and Taylor; it uses
only inversions and assumes that all inversions are equally likely (Nadeau and
Taylor, 1984). We extended this model to produce the Generalized Nadeau-
Taylor (GNT) model (Wang and Warnow, 2001), which includes transpositions
and inverted transpositions. Within each of the three types of events, any two
events are equiprobable, but the relative probabilities of each type of event
are specified by the two parameters of the model: α, the probability that a
random event is a transposition and β, the probability that a random event
is an inverted transposition. (The probability of an inversion is thus given
by 1 − α − β.) The GNT model contains the Nadeau-Taylor model as a
special case: just set α = β = 0. Extensions of this simple model in which
the probability of an event depends on the length of the segment affected by
the event have been proposed (Bender et al., 2004), but no solid data exist to
support one model over another; all that appears certain (see Lefebvre et al.
(2003)) is that short inversions are more likely than long ones in prokaryotes.
Similarly, multichromosomal rearrangements such as translocations and events
that affect the gene content of chromosomes such as duplications, insertions,
and deletions, have all been considered, but once again we have insufficient
biological data to define any model with confidence.
3 Genomic Distances
The distance between two genomes (each represented by the order of its genes)
can be defined in several ways. First, we have the true evolutionary distance,
that is, the actual number of evolutionary events (mutations, deletions, etc.)
that separate one genome from the other. This is the distance measure we
would really want to have, but of course it cannot be inferred—as our ear-
lier discussion of homoplasy made clear, we cannot infer such a distance even
when we know the correct phylogeny and have correctly inferred ancestral
data (at internal nodes of the tree). What we can define precisely and, in
some cases, compute, is the edit distance, the minimum number of permitted
evolutionary events that can transform one genome into the other. Since the
edit distance invariably underestimates the true evolutionary distance, we can
attempt to correct the edit distance according to an assumed model of evo-
lution in order to produce the estimated true evolutionary distance—which,
when derived from an assumed model of evolution, is actually a maximum
likelihood estimate. Finally, we can attempt to estimate the true evolutionary
distance directly through various heuristic techniques.
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We begin by reviewing distance measures between two chromosomes with
equal gene contents and no duplications—the simplest possible case—, then
discuss current research on distance measures between multichromosomal genomes
and between genomes with unequal gene content.
3.1 Distances between two chromosomes with equal gene content and no du-
plications
Here we consider chromosomes that have identical gene content and exactly
one copy of each gene, so that each chromosome can be viewed as a (signed)
permutation of the underlying set of genes. Two distance metrics have been
used in this context, one based on observed differences and one based on
allowable evolutionary operations. Assume our two chromosomes each have
seven genes, numbered 1 through 7, and are circular. Genome G1 is given by
(1, 2,−4,−3, 5, 6, 7) and genome G2 by (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
• The breakpoint distance simply counts the number of gene adjacencies (read
on either strand) present in one chromosome, but not in the other. In our
example, we have two breakpoints: the adjacencies 2, 3 and 4.5 are present
in G2, but not in G1. (Note that the adjacency 3, 4 is present on the forward
strand on G2 and on the reverse complement strand, as −4,−3, on G1. Note
also that the definition is symmetric: the adjacencies 2,−4 and −3, 5 are
present in G1, but not in G2.) The breakpoint distance is thus not based
on evolutionary events, only on the end result of such events.
• The inversion distance is the edit distance under the single allowed event
of inversion. We need only one inversion to transform G1 into G2: we invert
the two-gene segment −4,−3.
Every inversion clearly creates (or, equivalently, removes) at most two break-
points, so that the inversion distance is at least half the breakpoint distance.
The number of breakpoints is also clearly at most n in a circular chromosome
of n genes (and n+1 in a linear chromosome); less obviously, the same bound
holds for the inversion distance (Meidanis et al., 2000).
Computing the breakpoint distance is trivially achievable in linear time. Com-
puting the inversion distance, however, is a very complex problem. Indeed, it
is computationally intractable (technically, it is NP-hard) for unsigned per-
mutations (when we cannot tell on which strand each gene lies). For signed
permutations, we showed that it can be computed in linear time (Bader et al.,
2001), but this result is the culmination of many years of research and rests on
the very elaborate and elegant theory of Hannenhalli and Pevzner (1995a,b).
Obtaining an actual sequence of inversions (as opposed to just the number of
required inversions) is computationally more demanding: the classic algorithm
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of Kaplan et al. (1999) takes O(dn) time, where d is the distance and n the
number of genes; thus, for large distances, this algorithm takes quadratic time,
but was recently improved to O(n
√
n log n) time (Tannier and Sagot, 2004).
Transpositions are also of significant interest in biology. However, while some
of the same theoretical framework can be used (Bafna and Pevzner, 1995),
results here are disappointing: no efficient algorithm has yet been developed
to compute the transposition distance. The best result to date remains an
approximation algorithm that could suffer from up to a 50% error (Bafna
and Pevzner, 1995; Hartman, 2003); this result was recently extended, with
the same error bound, to the computation of edit distances under a combina-
tion of inversions and inverted transpositions, with equal weights assigned to
each (Hartman and Sharan, 2004).
3.2 Distance corrections
None of these distances produces the true evolutionary distance; indeed, since
all are bounded by n, all can produce arbitrary underestimates of the true
evolutionary distance. In order to estimate the latter, we must use correc-
tion methods. Such methods are widely used in distance estimation between
DNA sequences (Huson et al., 1999b; Swofford et al., 1996). We designed
two techniques for “correcting” gene-order distances under the GNT model,
one (IEBP) based on the breakpoint distance (Wang and Warnow, 2001) and
the other (EDE) based on the inversion distance (Moret et al., 2001a, 2002d;
Wang, 2003).
• The IEBP estimator takes as input the breakpoint distance and the values
of the two GNT parameters, α and β, and returns a maximum likelihood
estimate of the number of inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpo-
sitions under the specified relative probabilities of the different events. The
method is analytical and mathematically exact and can be implemented to
run in cubic time.
• The EDE estimator (“EDE” stands for “empirically derived estimator”)
takes as input the inversion distance and produce an approximation of the
maximum likelihood estimate of the number of inversions, under a model in
which all inversions are equally likely. The formula used was derived with
numerical techniques from a large series of simulations and can be computed
in quadratic time.
Figure 3 (Moret et al., 2002d) illustrates the EDE correction and compares it
with the breakpoint and inversion distances, under an inversion-only scenario.
The EDE estimator offers no theoretical guarantee and only takes inversions
into account, but is easier to compute than the IEBP estimator, which also
12
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Fig. 3. Edit distances vs. true evolutionary distances and the EDE correction
requires an accurate guess of the values of the two GNT parameters. Both
estimators suffer from the simple fact that the variance of the true distance
(as a function of the breakpoint or inversion distance) grows rapidly as the
distance grows—as is clearly visible in Figure 3. The most important aspect
of EDE’s performance is that trees reconstructed by distance-based methods
using EDE are generally more accurate than those reconstructed by the same
methods using any of the other distances (including IEBP), even when the
evolutionary model involves many (or even only) transpositions (Moret et al.,
2001a, 2002d).
3.3 Distances between two chromosomes with unequal gene content
Unequal gene content implies the existence of evolutionary events that affect
gene content: insertions (including duplications) and deletions. If we first as-
sume that each gene exists in at most one copy (no duplication), then the
problem is to handle insertions of new genes and deletions of existing ones.
(Note that the same event can be viewed as a deletion or as a non-duplicating
insertion, depending on the direction of time flow.) In a seminal paper, El-
Mabrouk (2000) showed how to extend the theory of Hannenhalli and Pevzner
for a single chromosome without duplicated genes to handle both inversions
and deletions exactly; we showed that the corresponding distance measure
can also be computed in linear time (Liu et al., 2003). In the same paper,
El-Mabrouk also showed how to approximate the distance between two such
genomes in the presence of both deletions and nonduplicating insertions along
the same time flow.
Duplications are considerably harder from a computational standpoint, as they
introduce a matching problem: which homolog in one genome corresponds to
which in the other genome? Sankoff (1999) proposed to sidestep the entire
issue by reducing the problem to one with no duplications using the exemplar
approach. In that approach a single copy is chosen from each gene family, and
all other homologs in each family are discarded, in such a way as to minimize
the breakpoint or inversion distance between the two genomes. Unfortunately,
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Fig. 4. Experimental results for 800 genes with expected edge length 40. Left: gener-
ated edit length vs. reconstructed length; right: the variance of computed distances
per generated distance.
choosing the exemplars themselves is an NP-hard problem (Bryant, 2000);
moreover, the loss of information in nuclear genomes (which can have tens or
hundreds of genes in each gene family) is very large—large enough to give rise
to problems in reconstruction (Tang and Moret, 2003a; Tang et al., 2004).
We recently proposed an approximation with provable guarantees (in terms of
the edit distance) for the distance between two genomes under duplications,
insertions, and deletions (Marron et al., 2003). We later refined the approach
to estimate true evolutionary distances directly (Swenson et al., 2004) and
used the new measure in a pilot study of a group of 13 γ-proteobacteria with
widely differing gene contents, varying from 800 to over 5,000 genes in their
single nuclear chromosome (Earnest-DeYoung et al., 2004). The latter study
indicates that simple distance-based reconstructions can be very accurate even
in the presence of enormous evolutionary distances: many of the edges in the
final tree have several hundred evolutionary events along them. Our simula-
tions show that the distance computation tracks the true evolutionary distance
remarkably well up until saturation, which only occurs at extremely high lev-
els of evolution (over 250 events on a genome of 800 genes, for instance).
Figure 4 (Swenson et al., 2004) shows typical results from these simulations:
genomes of 800 genes were generated in a simulation on a balanced tree of
16 taxa and all 120 pairwise distances computed and compared to the true
evolutionary distances (the sum of the lengths of the edges in the true tree on
the path connecting each pair). The figure shows the calculated edit lengths
as a function of the generated edit lengths (the true evolutionary distances)
on the left and an error plot on the right. The data used for this figure were
generated using an expected edge length of 40, so that the pairwise distance
between leaves whose common ancestor is the root has an expected value of
320 events. Events were a mix of 70% inversions, 16% deletions, 7% insertions,
and 7% duplications; the inversions had a mean length of 20 and a standard
deviation of 10, while the deletions, insertions, and duplications all had a mean
length of 10 with a standard deviation of 5. The figure shows excellent tracking
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of the true evolutionary distance for up to about 250 events, after which the
computation consistently returns values less than the true distance; of course,
distance corrections could be devised to remedy the latter situation.
3.4 Distances between multichromosomal genomes
With multiple chromosomes, we can still make the same distinction as for
single chromosomes, by first addressing genomes with equal gene content
and no duplicate genes. The second of the two papers by Hannenhalli and
Pevzner showed how to handle a combination of inversions and translocations
for such genomes (Hannenhalli and Pevzner, 1995b), a result later improved
by Tesler (2002) to handle any combination of inversions, translocations, fis-
sions, and fusions. Using the same approach pioneered by Bader et al. (2001),
one can devise linear-time algorithms to compute other distances covered by
the Hannenhalli-Pevzner theory, such as the translocation distance (Li et al.,
2004). However, multichromosomal genomes typically have large gene fami-
lies, so that the handling of duplications is in fact crucial; moreover, few such
genomes will have identical gene content—even such closely related genomes
as two species of the nematode worm Caenorhabditis, C. elegans and C. brig-
gsae, have different gene content. Thus no distance method currently exists
that could be used in the reconstruction of phylogenies for multichromosomal
organisms.
4 Phylogenetic Reconstruction From Whole Genomes
The same three general types of approaches to phylogenetic reconstruction
that we just reviewed for sequence data can be used for whole-genome data.
4.1 Distance-based methods
We have run extensive simulations under a variety of GNT model condi-
tions (Moret et al., 2001a, 2002d,e; Wang et al., 2002), using breakpoint dis-
tance, inversion distance, and both EDE and IEBP corrections, all using the
standard neighbor-joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987) and Weighbor (Bruno et al.,
2000) distance-based reconstruction algorithms, as well as within our own
“DCM-boosted” extensions of the same (Huson et al., 1999a). Figure 5 (Moret
et al., 2002d) shows typical results from these simulation studies: NJ is run
with four distances (BP stands for breakpoint and INV for inversion) on
datasets of various sizes (here, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 taxa), each taxon being
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Fig. 5. False negative rates for NJ run with four genomic distance measures. The
datasets have 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 taxa; each taxon is a signed permutation of the
same set of 120 genes, generated from the identity permutation at the root through
an equal-weight mix of inversions, transpositions, and inverted transpositions.
given by a signed permutation of the same set of 120 genes, then the recon-
structed trees are compared with the model trees. The figure shows the false
negative rate (the percentage of edges present in the model tree, but missing in
the reconstructed tree) of the trees reconstructed with each distance measure,
as a function of the diameter of the dataset. At low rates of evolution, the
results are much the same for all four distances measures, but the corrected
measures perform much better than the uncorrected ones when the diameter
is large.
Our simulations have established the following:
• IEBP distances are generally the most accurate, even when given incorrect
estimates of the relative probabilities of the three rearrangement events.
Although EDE is based on an inversion-only scenario, it produces highly
accurate estimates of the actual number of events even under model condi-
tions in which inversions play a minor role. Both EDE and IEBP are thus
very robust to model violations.
• Phylogenies estimated using EDE are more accurate than phylogenies esti-
mated using any other distance estimator (including IEBP), under all condi-
tions, but especially when the model tree has a high evolutionary diameter.
Phylogenies based upon either EDE or IEBP are better than phylogenies
based upon inversion distances, which in turn are far better than phyloge-
nies based upon breakpoint distances.
4.2 Parsimony-based methods
Given a way of defining a distance between two genomes, we can define the
“length” of a tree in which every node is labelled by a genome to be the sum
of the lengths of the edges. This measure of length is thus similar to that
used in sequence-based phylogenetic analysis, enabling us to define parsimony
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problems for gene-order data. Using the breakpoint distance, for instance, we
would seek a tree and a collection of new genomes (for internal nodes) such
that this tree, leaf-labelled by the given set of genomes and with internal
nodes labelled by the new genomes, minimizes the breakpoint length of the
tree—this problem is called the breakpoint phylogeny (Sankoff and Blanchette,
1998). Similarly we can define the inversion phylogeny by replacing breakpoint
distances with inversion distances. Both problems are NP-hard—indeed, they
are harder than maximum parsimony for DNA sequences, as they remain NP-
hard even for just three genomes (Caprara, 1999; Pe’er and Shamir, 1998).
This last version is known as the median problem: given three genomes, find
a fourth genome (to label the internal node connecting the three leaves) that
minimizes the sum of its distances to the three given genomes. Exact solutions
to the problem of finding a median of three genomes can be obtained for
both the inversion and breakpoint distances (Caprara, 2001; Moret et al.,
2002d; Siepel and Moret, 2001) and are implemented in our GRAPPA software
suite. However, they take time exponential in the overall length and are thus
applicable only to instances with modest pairwise distances. It should also
be noted that all of these approaches are limited to unichromosomal genomes
with equal gene content and no duplication.
Solving the parsimony problem for gene-order data requires the inference of
“ancestral” genomes at the internal nodes of the candidate trees. Sankoff pro-
posed to use the median problem in an iterative manner to refine rough initial
guesses for these genomes (Sankoff and Blanchette, 1998), an approach that we
implemented in GRAPPA with good results to date on small genomes of a few
hundred genes (see (Moret et al., 2001b, 2002a; Tang, 2004; Tang and Moret,
2003a,b; Tang et al., 2004)) and that was also implemented, with less accurate
heuristics, to handle a few larger genomes by Pevzner’s group (Bourque and
Pevzner, 2002). Identifying good candidate trees, however, is a much more
expensive proposition; in that same paper, Sankoff proposed generating and
scoring each possible tree in turn; the resulting BPAnalysis software is limited
to breakpoint medians and to trees of 8 or fewer leaves. We reimplemented
Sankoff’s algorithm and optimized its components to improve its speed, gradu-
ally, by 7 orders of magnitude (Moret et al., 2001b, 2002a,d; Siepel and Moret,
2001), enabling the analysis of up to 16 taxa; more recently, we successfully
coupled it with the Disk-Covering Method (the “DCM1” technique of Huson
et al. (1999a)) to make it applicable to large datasets of several thousand
taxa (Tang, 2004; Tang and Moret, 2003b).
Evidence to date from simulation studies as well as from the analysis of bio-
logical datasets indicates that even when the mechanism of evolution is based
entirely on transpositions, solving the inversion phylogeny yields more accu-
rate reconstructions than solving the breakpoint phylogeny—see, e.g., Moret
et al. (2002c) and Tang et al. (2004). Solving the inversion phylogeny was
also found to yield better results than using distance-based methods. Fig-
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(a) reference phylogeny (b) inversion phylogeny
(c) neighbor-joining tree (d) breakpoint phylogeny
Fig. 6. Phylogenies on a 7-taxa cpDNA dataset
ure 6 (Tang et al., 2004) shows one example of such findings, on a small
dataset of 7 chloroplast genomes from green plants. Note that the phylogeny
produced by NJ (using inversion distances after equalizing the gene contents)
has false positives (edges in the inferred tree that are not present in the ref-
erence tree), while the breakpoint phylogeny (computed on the same input)
resolves only one single edge. In contrast, the inversion phylogeny matches the
reference phylogeny, modulo the placement of Mesostigma (which remains in
doubt).
A recent study (Lefebvre et al., 2003) indicates that, at least in prokary-
otic genomes, short inversions are much more likely than long ones; work on
developing new models of evolution that take such results into account is in
progress. Applying these methods to large eukaryotic genomes may yield some
surprises, however, since there is evidence that certain breakpoints in chromo-
somes are “hot spots” for rearrangements (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003); if an
inversion is thus “anchored” at a fixed position in the chromosome, its net
effect over several events is to produce one breakpoint per event, which might
be better modelled with breakpoints than with inversions.
To date, our GRAPPA code remains the only parsimony-based reconstruction
tool that can handle datasets with unequal gene content, albeit with only
modest changes in gene content. In its current version (Tang et al., 2004), it
has been used to reconstruct chloroplast phylogenies of green plants in which
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gene content differs by a few genes at most. The algorithm proceeds in two
phases: first it computes gene contents for all internal nodes, then it proceeds
(much as in the equal gene-content case) to establish an ordering for these
contents based on median computations. Gene content is determined from the
leaves inward, under standard biological assumptions such as independence
of branches; under such assumptions, the likelihood of simultaneous identical
changes on two sibling edges is vanishingly small compared to the reverse
change on the third edge (Maddison, 1990; McLysaght et al., 2003).
4.3 Likelihood-based methods
Likelihood methods are based on a specific model of evolution and come in
two main flavors: maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian methods. For a
given tree T , ML methods estimate the parameter values that maximize the
probability that T would produce the observed data; over all trees, they return
that tree (and its associated parameter values) with the largest probability of
producing the observed data. Because current statistical models for whole-
genome evolution are so primitive and because any such models are bound to
involve enormous complications due to the global nature of changes caused
by a single event, no method yet exists to compute ML trees for gene-order
data. Bayesian methods turn the tables: instead of seeking to maximize the
probability of producing the data given the tree, they compute the probability
of the tree given the data. In their standard implementation using Markov
Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC), Bayesian methods do not explicitly attempt to
estimate parameters, but use a biased random walk through the space of trees
and compute the equilibrium frequency with which each tree is visited during
this walk. The relative simplicity of the MCMC approach makes it possible to
apply it to gene-order data; a preliminary implementation of such a method
for equal gene content has yielded some promising results (Larget et al., 2002).
5 Open Problems and Future Research
Nearly everything remains to be done! The work to date has convincingly
demonstrated that gene-content and gene-order data can form the basis for
highly accurate phylogenetic analyses; the demonstration is all the more im-
pressive given the primitive state of knowledge in the area. We cannot give
a detailed list of interesting open problems, as it would be far too long, but
content ourselves with a short list of what, from today’s perspective, seem to
be the most promising or important avenues of exploration, from both com-
putational and modelling perspectives.
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• Solving the transposition distance problem.
• Handling transpositions along with inversions, preferably in a weighted
framework.
• Adding length and location dependencies to the rearrangement framework.
• Formulating and providing reasonable approaches to solving the median
problem in the above contexts.
• Developing a formal statistical model of evolution that includes all rear-
rangements discussed here, takes into account location within the chromo-
somes and length of affected segments, and obeys basic biological constraints
(such as the need for telomeres and the presence of a single centromere).
• Designing a Bayesian approach to reconstruction within the framework just
sketched.
• Combining DNA sequence data and rearrangement data—the sequence data
may be used to rule out or favor certain rearrangements.
• Using rearrangement data in the context of network reconstruction (i.e., in
the presence of past hybridizations, gene conversions, or lateral transfers).
The reader interested in more detail in the topics presented here and in some
of the research problems just suggested should consult the survey articles
of Wang and Warnow (2005) on distance corrections and distance-based meth-
ods and of Moret et al. (2005) on parsimony-based methods.
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